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Agenda
Break out - Fusies, overnames & samenwerkingsverbanden en de rol van de tax-functie
Veel bedrijven – in het bijzonder in de (high-)tech industry – heroverwegen hun strategie en business portfolio. Met
toenemende M&A-activiteiten (fusies, overnames en desinvesteringen) en totstandkoming van nieuwe
samenwerkingsverbanden als gevolg. Wat voor toegevoegde waarde heeft de tax-functie in deze veranderende omgeving?
Welke rol speelt de fiscaliteit in de kern van deze vaak complexe, multifunctionele en veelal tijdsintensieve projecten?

1. Sector: High Tech Trends: Rapid developments, portfolio management, M&A  Deloitte’s High Tech Competence Centre
2. Company: Positioning ‘Tax’ throughout a multi functional M&A project  awareness & stakeholder management
3. Tax Department: An M&A project offers great ‘momentum’  How to add value from an operational tax perspective?
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1.
Deloitte’s High Tech
Competence Centre

High Tech Ecosystem
M&A
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Social media impact
Wearables & health focus
Networked society
Convergence Physical /
Digital
Speed of innovation
Big data & analytics
Internet of things (‘IoT’)
Multi-disciplinary Tech
requirements

M&A and strategic
alliances to fuel growth
Complex and open
ecosystems with public /
private cooperation
Solution selling /
bundling
Extension of value chain
to supplier & consumers

Maintain / grow market
share
Agility to respond
Compressed margins &
business model evolution
Regulatory and social
responsibility impact

Use of data and
innovation as strategic
assets
•

2.
Positioning ‘Tax’
throughout a multi
functional M&A project
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Tax in an M&A context
Tax througout the M&A lifecycle (transaction preps, -execution and -implementation)
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Preps: “Identify the Right Deal”
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“Execute the Deal Successfully”

Transaction focus

“Deliver the Promised Returns”

Purchase price
allocation
SPA support

Separation and
Carve-out
planning

Corporate
venturing

De-listing support

M&A Advisory and
origination

Vendor Assist
Services

Takeover defence

Transaction
modelling

Business and
economic
modelling

Divestment/
acquisition
advisory

Capital and debt
advisory

Tax due diligence
and structuring

Portfolio strategy
review

Transaction
preparation

Investment Thesis

Target candidate
feasibility
Transformation focus

= Key Tax elements

Synergy tracking
and monitoring

Post deal reviews

Operational DD &
synergy
assessment

Carve out and Day
1 readiness

Divestment
management
support

Tax strategy
implementation

Financial
acquisition vendor
DD

Integration and
Day 1 preparation

Post-merger
integration

Value creation
services

Transaction
Readiness

Deal Advice &
negotiation
support

M&A strategy

Corporate strategy

Completion
statement
advisory

Regulatory &
compliance
valuation

Transaction
Valuation Advisory

M&A strategy

TSA and transition
support

Contentious and
litigation support

Transaction
due diligence

Commercial due
diligence
Deal value
enhancement/
acceleration

Functional DD
(ODD, ITDD,
HRDD, Risk DD)

Day 0

Transaction completion

Day 30

Day 100

Post deal (‘PMI’)

Target operating
model design

Post deal PMO
support

Synergy capture
e.g. Shared
Services

Functional
integration
support

Org design and
talent

Supply chain
optimisation

Stakeholder
communication

IT, systems, data
and info
integration

Business model
transformation

HR transformation
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M&A - Carve-out & divestment : Tax and legal entity separation planning
Five important areas to consider during the planning process
A disciplined approach to planning for Day 1 separation readiness and divestment enables a tax department to identify
and anticipate tax issues and -considerations from the transaction as well as its impact on the tax department operations.
• Pro-active and continuous alignment
with other functional workstreams (eg.
Legal / F&T / Ops / IT / HR) is key

• Tax optimization / mitigate tax expense
incurred upon carve-out (tax effect step up
not fully monetized in transaction context);
i.e. making use of relevant tax facilities etc.
• Maintain / secure existing tax incentives and
or apply for incentives in new setting
• Valuations with due observance of TP model
(considering subsequent transaction pricing)
• Develop inventory of existing tax processes
and tax department requirements for Parent
and divested business
• Identify tax filing requirements and other tax
matters to be handled by separate companies
• Develop separation strategy for Tax processes
of both companies
• Identify operational and functional
dependencies and implement/ maintain lines
of communication
• Manage tax aspects of Transition Services
Agreements (TSAs)

Strategize: Align, anticipate,
prepare & create flexibility
Disentangling
Parent from
SpinCo
2

1

Design Tax
Structure and Operations

Tax planning for
the transaction

3

Tax accounting for
4 carve-out financial
statements
Providing tax
inputs to business
process changes
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Implement: Execute, document
& prepare divestment

• Create and / or maintain structure flexibility according
to M&A strategy (to the extent possible) to mitigate
tax expense upon changes of business portfolio and
anticipate M&A activities through scenario planning

• Create a tax efficient and sustainable international
structure stand alone structure for SpinCo (BMO
opportunities / holding- & financing structure / WHT)
and model the tax implications of the new setting
• Identify tax requirements for standalone Parent and
SpinCo; develop a plan to timely meet on an interim
and end state basis
• Determine prospective Tax Department organizational
structure for both Parent and SpinCo; define roles &
responsibilities
• Consider tax technology interim and end state issues
and opportunities
• Develop tax department budgets for both Parent &
SpinCo
• Implement TSA exit strategies
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M&A - Tax separation and integration
Accelerating post-signing planning and implementation

Technical tax issues associated
with the transaction

Tax department operations
and financial reporting

Tax considerations in business
process improvement

• Transaction implementation, legal
entity stand-up and Tax Day 1
readiness

• Acquisition accounting support,
including preparation of opening
balance sheet, and analysis of
uncertain tax positions

• Simplify legal entity structure to
align with the integrated business
model, update tax efficient profile,
and enable SG&A savings

• Advise on development and testing
of interim tax processes to meet
interim financial statement
requirements

• Proactively identify tax synergies by
participating in cross-functional
integration team or PMO/IMO

• Tax basis, ETR / cash tax analysis
and computations

• Analyze “Next Day” short-period
impact to tax attributes, cash tax
positions, and tax provision
• Analyze and document tax
treatment of transaction- and
finance costs
• Indirect tax cutover support
• Strategic review and harmonization
of post-close tax accounting
methods and policies
• Analyze employment tax impact
and planning

• Develop plan to timely meet
prospective tax regulatory and
compliance requirements, including
short-period reporting requirements
• Update tax department design for
Day 1, interim and future state tax
department (people, process, and
technology)

• Evaluate IP and supply chain
planning considerations
• Update transfer pricing
documentation
• Tax planning with respect to any
planned divestitures

• Support local credits and incentives
expansion requests and
preservation
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M&A - Tax separation and integration
Accelerating post-signing planning and implementation
M&A tax technical
analysis & scenario
analysis
Acquisition
accounting & interim
provision advisory

Leverage
standardized
tools &
templates

Success
factors

Tax workshops &
department design
blueprints
Tax workplans &
implementation
assistance
Program assistance &
intra workstream
alignment

Anticipate
potential
challenges &
opportunities

Seek
good
advice

Flexible
support
model

Coordinate
multiple
subject matter
specialists
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3.
How to add value
during integration
(‘PMI’) from an
operational tax
perspective?
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Operational tax matters in an M&A context
Transaction provides momentum & necessity to re-align & optimize tax operating model

• Determine your tax operating model
• Operational issues

• Aligning post-transaction tax operations
• Best Practices
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Determine your Tax Operating Model
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Tax Operating Model
Groups that achieve the right balance between risk and control are likely to have a
clearly thought–through and implemented tax operating model (below)

Level 1 –
Strategic
direction

Strategy
Governance
Roles and Responsibilities

Division 1

Level 2 –
Key tax and
reporting
activities

Strategy based on needs of
key stakeholders, clearly
communicated goals, roles
and responsibilities
governance standards

Group Tax

SSC

Finance

Business

Tax processes

Division 2

Influence and
lobbying

Planning

Transactional
taxes (incl VAT)

Tax reporting

Corporate taxes

Audits and
enquiries

Defined processes and
controls for tax/ and reporting
activities by tax type, business
division and function

Division 3

Level 3 Supporting
infrastructure

Organisation

People

Data

Systems

Risk

Infrastructure which supports
and monitors controls across
all activities, creating visibility
over tax compliance for Group
Tax function
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Set clear design principles
Focus on the business whilst ensuring compliance with laws and
regulations
Illustrative examples of design principles:
 The performance driven and federated operating model is leading
 The governance model should match the operating model and govern (future) performance
 The governance model is transparent and supports accountability (including sound countervailing powers)
 Key to success is local autonomy within the strategy and clear instructions provided on corporate level
 Clear minimum criteria that must be complied with and guidance on organizing local governance (standards,
roles, limits, authorities etc.) & procedures (process for managing, execution, reporting & monitoring etc.)
 The governance model should adhere to prevailing laws & regulations and good practices
Strategic

Operational

Financial / Reporting

Compliance

Are we
doing the
right things?

Are we doing
the things
right?

Do we have
right and
reliable
information?

Do we
comply with
laws and
regulations?

Strategic/ Business risks
Risk Management

Process risks/ Basic hygiene factors
Internal controls
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Operational Issues
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Planning for success

For operational success, look beyond tax technical exposure/planning
items to consider people, process, and technology integration

Use a broad-based due diligence checklist

Look for risk factors, such as high rate of turnover in tax department
leadership, control weaknesses and/or deficiencies, and current state of
tax technology or lack thereof

Evaluate existence of auditable support for historical tax balances;
plan ahead to strengthen if needed

Evaluate processes in light of similarities/dissimilarities from your own
people, process, and technology — “fit/gap analysis”
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Disruption in the tax lifecycle requires preparation
Flexibility and scalability pay off

Process
People

• Availability of data

• Knowledge gaps

• Level of
automation

• Resource and
talent availability

• Cross-functional
players
• Collaboration
mindset

Transaction

• Transaction
accounting
processes

Technology
• Provision and
compliance software
• Impact of materiality on
configuration decisions
• Advanced software
functionality and
custom calculation
alternatives
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Execution
In order to determine that a company addresses the objectives and requirements of a
fully functioning tax department, consider the following process.

Create a tax
department
charter that
defines the
scope of
standard tax
department
functions

Develop a
blueprint of
the critical
path
milestones

Complete
current-state
tax functional
assessment of
responsibilities
and abilities

Complete gap
analysis from
current state
to blueprint

Develop a
broad-based
workplan to
design and
implement
appropriate
tax functional
policies and
procedures
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Developing a separate workplan
Structured step-by-step path for getting to the closing date helps reduce service gaps
during the transition
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Aligning post-transaction tax
operations
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Synergies are the key to preserving deal value
In today’s competitive marketplace, the purchase price paid by the acquirer will most
likely be higher than the intrinsic value of the target firm. In order to justify a
purchase price, the acquirer needs to make sure that the expected synergy value is
bigger than the premium that is paid.
Value opportunity

Value delivery

Illustrative

Value

Value
created for
acquirer's
shareholders

Target

Acquirer

Pre-acquisition
value
(excluding
premium paid)

Premium paid

Premium to
target's
shareholders

Premium to
target's
shareholders

Original
Target
value

Original
target
value

Original
value
of
acquirer

Original
value
of
acquirer

Post-acquisition
value

Synergy value

Value of
new company
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Certain benefit categories are frequently over- or under-estimated

Revenue
Growth
Volume

NOPAT

Value
creation

EBIT

Price

Economic
adjustments

Customers

Taxes

Operating
Margin

–

SG&A
Capital
employed

(e.g., EVA, ROCE)

Cost of
Capital

Economic
adjustments
WACC

Cost of
Goods

Asset
Efficiency
PP&E
Working
Capital

Often over-estimated
• Incremental sales from cross-selling
• Plant consolidation
• Direct materials
• Short to medium term savings from IT
Usually correctly estimated
• Headcount reduction from support
functions (finance, HR, IT)
• Savings with Tier 1 vendors
Often under-estimated
• Indirect materials
• Non-manufacturing facilities
consolidation
• Savings from moving to more shared
services/outsourcing
• Tax benefits
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